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About this game

🐯 New way to Solitaire Klondike card game time! 🐻 Play Cards & Build your own Zoo!
🌲 Solitaire Zoo is not just a classic solitaire card game! Play card deals and unlock the cute animals, Decorations, and Zoo Areas of
different themes to build the wild world of solitaire of your own taste while playing the classic solitaire klondike cards OFFLINE &
FREE!

✨ Join us to discover the beautiful natural world in this classic Solitaire Klondike card game with an animal nature theme and…

Updated on

Feb 2, 2023

Data safet�

Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on
your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.
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No data shared with third parties
Learn more about how developers declare sharing

No data collected
Learn more about how developers declare collection

Data is encrypted in transit

You can request that data be deleted

Ratings and reviews

Ratings and reviews are verified 
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Sylvia Wulf

January 25, 2023

Edit: Initially I quite enjoyed this game, but sadly I am on the point of deleting it. Despite not playing extended amounts of time I have
nevertheless completed every available level. Two emails directly to the developers asking for a timeline as to new levels have gone
unanswered, not even a boilerplate response. While I could continue racking up coins in hope of eventually having new territories to
decorate and populate, the game has lost its appeal at this point.

59 people found this review helpful

Did you find this helpful?

bdiamonddmc

November 6, 2022

This is cute, however, they have promo things that REQUIRE ads in order to earn the rewards you use to purchase animals, but the ads
almost NEVER work! I've tried over & over for weeks to gain more money, etc but it just keeps loading! I'm very sick of it & I'm not going
to bother with that anymore since it refuses to work, but I'll do the daily challenge until they fix this mess! Also, they charge WAY too
much for wands & give none free, that's BAD! Get things working properly for more stars!

109 people found this review helpful

Did you find this helpful?

Rebecca Stapleton

January 27, 2023

I love this game, I'm excited to buy the animal their a little expensive. You need to be able to feed the animals. There's a little more you
could add to the game., but I love it.
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6 people found this review helpful

Did you find this helpful?

Solitaire Card Games Classic January 30, 2023

Hello Rebecca, Thank you so much for your comment and awesome idea! Actually, we are always working on creating
new goodies for the game, they might take some time, but YES, we'll keep moving forward for your better gaming
experience! Have a good day with your lovely animal friends in Solitaire Zoo!🐵🐮🐼

What's new

It's time to have fun! Play card games and build your own zoo!
- NEW! Wonderland Trip event is on!
- Bugs fixed, improved performance.

Developer contact
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